Join the Handmade Generation

SPRING BLOOMS EARRING TUTORIAL

with

Susan Thomas

NEED

- Bicone beads
- 11/0 silver seed beads
- 5-hole peanut spacer beads
- 2 focal beads
- 18 headpins
- 2 eye pins
- 15 mm 1-step looper
- 20g silver wire
- Bale-shaping plier

1. Drop 1 seed bead onto each headpin and eye pin. Push eye pins into 3rd hole in peanut spacers.

2. Thread headpins into holes 1, 2, 4, & 5 of each peanut spacer.

3. Add single bicone bead to headpins 1 & 5, and each eye pin. On headpins 2 & 4, add two seed beads.

4. Repeat this pattern but on alternate pins. Instead of 1, add 2 seed beads. Stop at 3 bicones.

5. Use 1.5 mm 1-step looper to create loop at the bottom of each headpin and eye pin.

6. On 8 headpins, add 1 bicone, then make loop with 1-step looper and attach to headpins 1, 2, 4, & 5.

7. On 2 more headpins, add 1 bicone, 2 seed beads, 1 bicone. Create loop & attach to eye pins.

8. Grab your focal beads and 20g wire to create and attach ear wires.

9. Create loop with 1-step looper on 20g wire, add focal bead, and finish shaping ear wire.

10. Attach earwire to eyepin and voila!

Spring Blooms Earring Tutorial
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